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Stochastic acceleration by intense laser fields
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A stochastic acceleration mechanism which is a direct acceleration mechanism effective for the
intense laser case is studied by the Fokker–Planck approach. The Fokker–Planck equation of the
electron distribution function is derived from the equation of motion of electrons which interact with
filamented laser fields. The Fokker–Planck equation contains nonlinear coefficients and gives an
anisotropic distribution in momentum space. The strong directionality of the acceleration is
explained. The accelerated electrons tend to be collimated towards the direction of the wave vector.
The effective temperature scales asT}tb with b.1. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser–plasma interaction in the relativistic regime
crucial for electron acceleration,1–4 the fast ignitor scheme
for inertial confinement fusion,5 and x-ray lasers. For elec
tron acceleration schemes, there exist different proposals
pending on how the plasma wave is driven, such as, la
wake field acceleration,6 self-modulated laser wake fiel
acceleration,7 and beat-wave acceleration,8 etc. In those
schemes longitudinal plasma waves are excited in orde
accelerate electrons, since transverse and uniform ele
magnetic fields can not directly accelerate electrons. In
case of sufficiently high laser intensity and plasma dens
however, the wake field acceleration mechanism beco
less effective due to the wave breaking.9 As a direct accel-
eration mechanism by the transverse laser fields, researc
been done on the ponderomotive acceleration, or sche
using modified electromagnetic fields such as a solitary la
pulse,10 rectified laser pulse,11 etc.

In recent experiments, high energy electrons are
served without the existence of a clear electrostatic wa
where the laser pulse is split into filaments and the plasm
strongly disturbed,12 and an direct laser acceleration mech
nism, which is different from the previously mentioned on
is confirmed to be effective for intense laser pulses.13 An
acceleration mechanism under electromagnetic fields wi
random force was investigated by Meyer-ter-Vehn a
Shen.14 It is shown that the electrons dephased by a rand
force, which is transverse to accelerating direction, are
rectly accelerated by the laser field. Their theory was ba
on the Langevin approach, i.e., the equation of motion
numbers of electrons are numerically integrated by addin
random force.

In the present paper, we investigate the stochastic ac

a!Electronic mail: tnaka@mn.waseda.ac.jp
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eration mechanism by the Fokker–Planck approach.
Fokker–Planck equation is derived for the system where
laser field has a multifilament structure. The laser field
assumed to be composed of filaments of uniform electrom
netic plane waves whose phases are randomly different f
each other. The derived Fokker–Planck equation has non
ear coefficients, which explains the directionality of electr
acceleration towards the wave vector which is observed
experiments. Also, the time evolution of the effective te
perature of electrons and the ejected angle of high ene
electrons are obtained from the Fokker–Planck equation

In Sec. II, an electron motion in uniform electromagne
fields is reviewed. The solution is expressed with an init
condition to see the possibility of a direct acceleration by
electromagnetic fields. In Sec. III, the Fokker–Planck eq
tion is derived to show how the electron distribution functi
becomes anisotropic in momentum space. The directiona
of acceleration is explained from its nonlinear coefficien
The energy spectrum, electron temperature and ejected a
are obtained. The conclusion and discussion are given in
IV.

II. ELECTRON MOTION IN A LINEARLY POLARIZED
PLANE WAVE

We start from a review of the motion of an electron in
linearly polarized plane wave with relativistic intensity. Th
solution is given in a well-known book.15 Here we use a
slightly generalized form which is written with an initia
condition,16 since the electrons with initially relativistic elec
trons play an important role. The electromagnetic fields
assumed to be polarized in thex-direction and propagating in
the z-direction, i.e.,A5A sin(vt2kz)ex , wherev and k are
the laser frequency and wave number in vacuum. When
radiative reaction is neglected, the equation of motion of
electron in the field is written as follows:
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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mc
dux

dt
52e~g2uz!E, ~1!

mc
duz

dt
52euxE, ~2!

mc
dg

dt
52euxE, ~3!

whereE52(]A/]t), m is the electron rest mass,c is the
speed of light,u5p/mc, t is proper time, i.e.,dt5dt/g,
andg is the Lorentz factor. There are two constants of m
tion in this system. The first one isg22ux

22uz
251, which is

satisfied, sinceuiu
i51. The second constant is written as

g2uz5
dx

dh
[a, ~4!

wherex5vt2kz and h5vt. The constanta is obtained
from the fact that the field considered here is a plane wa
The analytic expressions of the electron momentum with
tial values are written as follows:

ux5ux01a~sin~x!2sin~x0!!, ~5!

uz5uz01ux0

a~sin~x!2sin~x0!!

a

1
a2~sin~x!2sin~x0!!2

2a
, ~6!

whereux0 , uz0 , andx0 are the initial values ofux , uz , and
x, respectively, anda5eA/mc is the normalized vector po
tential.

For electrons which are initially at rest~i.e., ux05uz0

50!, a51. This means that the maximumuz is a2/2 and the
average momentum is (a/2)2. As far as considering the elec
trons which are initially at rest, the electron energy is just
order of the ponderomotive energy. For electrons whose
tial values areux050 and uz0@1, on the other hand
1/(2a).uz0 . Then the time average ofuz becomes
.uz0a2/2 and the electrons have substantial energy, whic
much larger than the ponderomotive energy.

When considering the interaction of an electron with
laser pulse whose length is much longer than the wavelen

FIG. 1. Schematic figure of the phase for~a! uniform laser field,~b! fila-
mented laser field. In uniform laser field the position of the same phas
the laser field is in a plane which is perpendicular to the wave vector,
f1(z0)5f2(z0)5f3(z0). In filamented laser field the phases of the las
field are different at the samez coordinate, i.e.,f1(z0)Þf2(z0)Þf3(z0).
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the electron motion is still periodic. After it has been pass
by the laser pulse its momentum returns touz0 . Thus no
energy transfer occurs. However, if the laser field sudde
disappears or the phase of the laser field discontinuo
changes, the electron can have higher energy than the in
one due to the truncation of the interaction. This is mo
effective for initially relativistic electrons than initially at res
electrons, since they have substantial energy at the max
of the periodic motion.

III. FOKKER–PLANCK EQUATION

In this paper we consider the situation where the la
field is divided into some regions in a transverse plane, s
as a multifilament structure. The structure is observed in
experiments of electron acceleration by intense strong la
fields, such that the laser field becomes nonuniform, e.g.,
laser pulse is split into filaments due to the interaction
tween the laser field and the plasma. The illustration of
phase of the laser field is drawn in Fig. 1. In the multifil
ment structure the surface of a constant phase is modifie
Fig. 1~b!. For simplicity we assumed50, then the phase
sharply changes at the filament edge. The phase of the
field in each region is different, while it is uniform inside on
region, i.e., the laser field consists of sectionally divid
plane waves. An electron inside an each region execut
motion expressed with Eqs.~5! and ~6!. It leaves the region
at t5t1 with ux5ux1 and uz5uz1 and enters an adjacen
region. Then the electron again executes the periodic mo
with ux1 and uz1 as new initial values until it moves to

of
.,

FIG. 2. Profile ofa(ux ,uz)
21 for ~a! uz510 and~b! ux50. Whenux.0

anduz@1, 1/a@1.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Profile of electron distribution in momentum space at~a! vt5100, ~b! vt51000,~c! vt52000, and~d! vt53000.
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different region. Therefore, the electron gaineddux5ux1

2ux0 andduz5uz12uz0 in moving through this region. The
details of this gain are discussed in the next paragraph.
electron experiences different phases as it enters the adja
region with time steptc . The phase of the laser field in th
different regions is assumed to be randomly different. T
allows us to treat the electron motion as a random proc
wheref5sinx2sin(x0) is a random variable with22<f
<2. The equation of motion of an electron forn-th step is
written in a same manner such as,

ux,n115ux,n1af, ~7!

uz,n115uz,n1
ux,naf

an
1

a2f2

2an
, ~8!

wherean5g(ux,n ,uz,n)2uz,n . In the time scale ofh@tc ,
Eqs.~7! and ~8! are written in differential forms as follows

]ux

]h
5

af

tc
, ~9!

]uz

]h
5

uxaf

tca
1

a2f2

2tca
. ~10!

The Fokker–Planck equation for the processes is obta
as17

] f e

]h
5

a2D

2tc
2 S ]2f e

]ux
2 23

]

]uz

f e

a
1ux

2 ]2

]uz
2

f e

a2D , ~11!

where f e denotes the electron distribution function. Here t
stochastic variablef is assumed to be the Gaussian w
^f&50 and ^f(t)f(t8)&5Dd(t2t8), where D!1. From
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the first term in Eq.~11! it is seen that the time evolution o
f e in ux is a normal diffusion process and is estimated
^ux&.a/tcADt. The second and third terms correspond
the drift and diffusion processes off e in uz , which include
a(ux ,uz). In both termsa(ux ,uz) plays an important role,
since ^uz& is roughly estimated aŝ uz&.(a/tcADt)/a
5^ux&/a. The profile ofa21 is plotted in Fig. 2. From Fig.
2~a! it is seen that 1/a is small unlessux.0. In Fig. 2~b!
a(ux50,uz) is plotted. It is clear that 1/a is proportional to
uz for uz@1 and 1/a.0 for uz<0. Therefore, the electron
distribution drifts and diffuses in the positiveuz direction
and not in negative direction. The diffusion effect inuz is
much larger than that inux . These facts explain the stron
directionality of the acceleration towardsuz .

Here we discuss the relation between the momen
gain and the stochastic variablef. Since we introduced the
stochastic variablef, which expresses the random mome
tum gain dux in one step, it is obvious that the electro
distribution diffuses inux and also diffuses inuz due to the
Lorentz force. But it is noticed that electrons are accelera
only in positiveuz not in negativeuz . This is a significant
feature of electron acceleration by electromagnetic fie
with relativistic intensity.

The time evolution off e is obtained by numerically
solving the Fokker–Planck equation, which is plotted in F
3. The initial conditions are the Maxwell distribution wit
kBT55 keV, a53, D50.05, andtc510. In theuz direction,
the electrons with largeuz are strongly accelerated only i
the positive direction. The distribution slowly diffuses inux .
In Figs. 3~b!, 3~c!, and 3~d! there are two peaks in the hig
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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energy tail, which means that the high energy electrons
be observed in a direction which is slightly deviated from t
laser propagation axis. This is explained from the third te
in Eq. ~11! such that the electrons with smallux are slightly
more accelerated than electrons withux50. The time evolu-
tion of the ejecting angle of the fast electrons, which is d
fined asux /uzuz5zp

, where zp is the uz coordinate of the
position of peaks, is plotted in Fig. 4. The high energy el
tron beam tends to be collimated towards the direction of
wave vector. The angle exponentially decreases in time.
energy distributions atv0t5600, 1800, and 3000 are plotte
in Fig. 5. It is seen that the distribution is quasithermal d
tribution and its effective energy increases up to 2.8 MeV
v0t53000, while the ponderomotive energy is 1 MeV. T
time dependence of the effective energy is plotted in Fig
It roughly scales asT}tb with b.1, whereas 0.5<b<1 for
the simulation result.14 The energy spectrum of electrons a
celerated in the direction of 0° and 30° to the laser opaga
axis are shown in Fig. 7. The maximum energy is about
keV at 0° and 2 keV at 30°, respectively. A similar ener
spectrum having a hump in a high energy region is obser
in experiments of the solid-laser interaction using the Pe
watt laser by Cowanet al. at Lawrence Livermore Nationa
Laboratory.18

FIG. 4. Angular distribution of high energy electrons. The solid square
numerical result and the solid line indicates the exponential decay.

FIG. 5. Energy distribution of accelerated electrons atvt5600 ~dashed
line!, 1800~solid line!, and 3000~dotted line!.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The stochastic acceleration mechanism is analyzed
the Fokker–Planck approach. The derived Fokker–Pla
equation contains the nonlinear coefficient with the fac
a(ux ,uz). It is clear from the equation that the electro
with ux>0 anduz>0 are accelerated towards the positiveuz

direction. The time evolution of the electron distributio
function shows the directionality of the acceleration, whi
is the important feature of electron acceleration by the
tense laser field. The accelerated electrons tends to be c
mated towards the wave vector as the interaction takes pl
The effective temperature roughly scales asT}tb whereb
.1.

The stochastic approach has been used by many au
to explain electron acceleration by electromagnetic fiel
The stochastic acceleration by electrostatic fields is s
gested as a possible mechanism of the generation of the
tremely high energy cosmic ray emanating from a gam
ray burst.19 In the research of charged particle acceleration
the universe, the stochastic acceleration has been studie
well as the Fermi acceleration.20,21The Fokker–Planck equa
tion is used and the diffusion coefficients are determin
phenomenologically from the measurement. Since their
fusion coefficients are constant, electrons are acceler
both in the positive and negative direction, which is not tr
in the case of acceleration by the laser field. In the resea

sFIG. 6. Time dependence of effective energy. The solid square is nume
result and the solid line indicatesT.t0.998.

FIG. 7. Energy distribution of accelerated electrons emitted in 0°~solid
line!, 30° ~dotted line!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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of laser–plasma interaction the direct electron accelera
by the intense laser field was studied by the Lange
approach.14 In their work equations of motion of numbers o
electrons are numerically integrated by adding a rand
force to obtain an energy distribution. The time evolution
effective temperature is obtained asT.tb with 0.5<b<1.

In the experiment of Gahnet al. the laser pulse is 200 f
with 1.2 TW, correspondinglya51.4, and the plasma densit
is n5431020 cm23. The measured effective plasma tem
perature is 2.2 MeV, where the observed channel lengt
about 400mm. The same temperature is obtained atv0t
52850 in our result as is shown in Fig. 6. Their result
recovered in our theory by adjusting the time scale, nam
a2D/2tc

2 in Eq. ~11!. Since the radius of the filament is ap
proximatelyc/vp , tc is estimated astc.c/(vpvx)v0 where
vx.cAux

2 is the average velocity when an electron moves
an adjacent region. From Eq.~7! the average velocity is es
timated as aAD. Therefore, tc is estimated astc

.v0 /(vpaAD). The coefficient of the Fokker–Planc
equation becomesa2D/2tc

2.(a2Dvp /v0)2/2. By setting the
coefficient D50.07, the effective temperature atv0t
53100, which corresponds to the channel length of 400mm,
is obtained as 2.2 MeV. In their result of angular distributi
of electrons, there exists two peaks which are atu50° and
u.5°. The result of the second peak might be explained
our theory. In our case, the peak atu50 does not appea
since the indirect acceleration mechanism such as the w
field acceleration is not taken into account.

The coefficientD is chosen asD!1 in our calculation
and D50.07 for Gahn’s result. This seems to be too sm
considering it is defined as22<f<2. This is understood by
considering how an electron moves into an adjacent reg
The phase of the electron which moves into adjacent reg
is limited, as is shown in Fig. 8. As the velocity is smallest
the turning point, most electrons moving into an adjac
region are close to the turning point. Therefore, the corre
tion of f becomes quite small.

FIG. 8. Illustration of an electron trajectory in a uniform laser field. T
phase of electrons which move into an adjacent region is limited in
narrow range.
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The model that the laser field is divided into regions w
randomly different phases is suitable for the understandin
the direct laser acceleration experiment.12,13 It is observed
that the laser pulse propagating through underdense pla
splits into the filaments when its power well excee
Pc@PW#517(v0

2/vp
2), which is a critical power for

self-focusing.22 Also the plasma enters a turbulent state wh
the laser intensity is in the relativistic regime. In those cas
the electron experiences the laser field with different pha
during the interaction, and the stochastic acceleration p
the important role.
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